Kinetic Isotope Effect Determination Probes the Spin of the Transition State, Its Stereochemistry, and Its Ligand Sphere in Hydrogen Abstraction Reactions of Oxoiron(IV) Complexes.
This Account outlines interplay of theory and experiment in the quest to identify the reactive-spin-state in chemical reactions that possess a few spin-dependent routes. Metalloenzymes and synthetic models have forged in recent decades an area of increasing appeal, in which oxometal species bring about functionalization of hydrocarbons under mild conditions and via intriguing mechanisms that provide a glimpse of Nature's designs to harness these reactions. Prominent among these are oxoiron(IV) complexes, which are potent H-abstractors. One of the key properties of oxoirons is the presence of close-lying spin-states, which can mediate H-abstractions. As such, these complexes form a fascinating chapter of spin-state chemistry, in which chemical reactivity involves spin-state interchange, so-called two-state reactivity (TSR) and multistate reactivity (MSR). TSR and MSR pose mechanistic challenges. How can one determine the structure of the reactive transition state (TS) and its spin state for these mechanisms? Calculations can do it for us, but the challenge is to find experimental probes. There are, however, no clear kinetic signatures for the reactive-spin-state in such reactions. This is the paucity that our group has been trying to fill for sometime. Hence, it is timely to demonstrate how theory joins experiment in realizing this quest. This Account uses a set of the H-abstraction reactions of 24 synthetic oxoiron(IV) complexes and 11 hydrocarbons, together undergoing H-abstraction reactions with TSR/MSR options, which provide experimentally determined kinetic isotope effect (KIEexp) data. For this set, we demonstrate that comparing KIEexp results with calculated tunneling-augmented KIE (KIETC) data leads to a clear identification of the reactive spin-state during H-abstraction reactions. In addition, generating KIEexp data for a reaction of interest, and comparing these to KIETC values, provides the mechanistic chemist with a powerful capability to identify the reactive-TS in terms of not only its spin state but also its geometry and ligand-sphere constitution. Since tunneling "cuts through" barriers, it serves as a chemical selectivity factor. Thus, we show that in a family of oxoirons reacting with one hydrocarbon, the tunneling efficiency increases as the ligands become better electron donors. This generates counterintuitive-reactivity patterns, like antielectrophilic reactivity, and induces spin-state reactivity reversals because of differing steric demands of the corresponding 2S+1TS species, etc. Finally, for the same series, the Account reaches intuitive understanding of tunneling trends. It is shown that the increase of ligand's donicity results in electrostatic narrowing of the barrier, while the decrease of donicity and increase of bond-order asymmetry in the TS (inter alia due to Bell-Evans-Polanyi effects) broadens the barrier. Predictions are made that usage of powerful electron-donating ligands may train H-abstractors to activate the strongest C-H bond in a molecule. The concepts developed here are likely to be applicable to other oxometals in the d- and f-blocks.